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Abstract

Objectives: With comparable baseline performance on executive functions (EF) and memory between Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) and behavioral-variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), it is currently unclear if both diseases can be distinguished
longitudinally on these measures reliably. Methods: A total of 111 participants (33 AD, 31 bvFTD, and 47 controls) were
followed-up annually over a 4-year period and tested on measures of EF, memory, and orientation. Linear mixed-effect
models were constructed using disease severity as a nuisance variable to examine profiles of neuropsychological performance
decline. Results: At baseline, overlap in terms of cognitive impairment between bvFTD and AD on multiple EF, memory,
and orientation measures was present. Longitudinally, only disinhibition (Hayling total errors) appeared sensitive to
discriminating AD from bvFTD; however, only after the first annual follow-up. Subgroup analyses on smaller samples
revealed comparable profiles on EF tasks at baseline and over time between bvFTD and AD who presented with impaired
EF at presentation, and on memory and orientation tasks between AD and bvFTD who presented with severe amnesia.
Conclusions: Our results replicate previous findings showing only moderate discriminability between AD and bvFTD at
clinical presentation on EF and memory measures. More importantly, we also show that longitudinal trajectories strongly
overlap for both dementias on these measures. Disinhibition emerged as the sole measure that in the long run was
significantly more impaired in bvFTD. Future studies should use tests designed to target cortical regions that are specifically
impaired in bvFTD, such as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, to improve the accurate discrimination of these diseases.
(JINS, 2017, 23, 34–43)
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INTRODUCTION

Behavioral-variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is the
most common early-onset dementia after Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) (Piguet, Hornberger, Mioshi, & Hodges, 2011).
In the absence of reliable biomarkers for bvFTD, the dis-
tinction between bvFTD and AD relies mostly on clinical
characteristics that are considered to be specific to each

condition. Thus, in their differential diagnosis, revised diag-
nostic criteria focus on early amnesia as a cardinal cognitive
marker of AD (McKhann et al., 2011), while executive dys-
function, in the context of relatively spared episodic memory
and visuospatial functions, is emphasized as a core diagnostic
criterion for bvFTD in the context of characteristic behavioral
changes (Rascovsky et al., 2011). Much depends, therefore,
upon caregiver reports, which are not always available or
may be unreliable.
Mounting evidence suggests, however, that relying solely on

executive dysfunction and memory impairment for clinical dif-
ferentiation might not be meaningful. Indeed, a “dysexecutive”
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presentation of AD with predominant frontal and temporopar-
ietal atrophy has been extensively described in the last years in
biologically/pathologically proven cases. In this atypical pre-
sentation of AD, patients present with disproportionately
greater executive dysfunction than amnesia (Ossenkoppele
et al., 2015; de Souza, Bertoux, et al., 2013). Moreover, studies
have also shown that typical AD itself presents with mild to
severe executive impairment across a variety of cognitive tests
such as verbal fluency, working memory, and attention in
which, AD patients may perform comparably to bvFTD
patients (Possin et al., 2013; Stopford, Thompson, Richardson,
Neary, & Snowden, 2010; Wong et al., 2016).
Similarly, a growing number of studies have shown that

bvFTD can present with a severe episodic memory
disturbance similar to AD (Hornberger, Piguet, Graham,
Nestor, & Hodges, 2010; Irish et al., 2011) that cannot be
entirely explained by executive dysfunction, but likely also
reflects disruption to memory storage and consolidation
processes (Bertoux et al., 2014; Irish, Piguet, Hodges, &
Hornberger, 2014). These cognitive findings converge with
anatomical findings showing that bvFTD present with
atrophy of the hippocampus of analogous severity than in
AD (de Souza, Chupin, et al., 2013; Graham et al., 2005;
Hornberger et al., 2012) and that severe prefrontal atrophy
is observed in AD as well (Ossenkoppele et al., 2015; Wong
et al., 2016). This suggests that executive function (EF) and
memory impairments may not be specific to bvFTD and AD,
respectively, and have limited clinical utility in differentiat-
ing uncertain cases of both pathologies.
These results, however, are mostly based on cross-

sectional studies, and little is understood about how these
disease profiles evolve over time. Longitudinal approaches
are essential to identify common and disease-specific trajec-
tories of cognitive decline over time (see Kumfor et al.,
2014). Currently, it is not clear whether memory and EF
longitudinal trajectories of cognitive decline may provide
greater clinical utility to accurately distinguish bvFTD and
AD at follow-up. To our knowledge, only one study to date
has explored the memory and general cognitive performance
of bvFTD longitudinally, revealing limited utility of these
cognitive domains in discriminating bvFTD from AD over
time (Schubert, Leyton, Hodges, & Piguet, 2016).
With comparable baseline performance, the latter study

showed that longitudinally, bvFTD could be distinguished
from AD only on the basis of two EF (backward digit span
and time taken on Trail Making Test-B) and two memory
(Doors part A and the memory component of the Adden-
brooke’s Cognitive Examination –Revised, ACE-R) tests, all
measures on which the bvFTD group declined more rapidly
than the AD group. One important issue, however, that was
not addressed in this study was how varying baseline profiles
on EF and memory tasks in bvFTD and AD influence these
longitudinal trajectories. Given that some typical AD patients
present with severe EF impairment while others do not
(Gleichgerrcht, Torralva, Martinez, Roca, & Manes, 2011;
Wong et al., 2016) and that some bvFTD patients can be
amnestic while others are not (Bertoux et al., 2014), it is

critical to investigate how these different subtypes across
both dementias evolve longitudinally.
The current study proposed to fill this gap by examining

memory and EF over time in a cohort of AD and bvFTD
patients, split further into subtypes based on their EF and
memory performance at initial presentation.We also examined
longitudinal performance on orientation tasks, which have
recently been suggested to discriminate AD from bvFTD at
baseline with high reliability (Yew, Alladi, Shailaja, Hodges,
& Hornberger, 2013). Using multi-level linear modeling in a
large cohort of AD and bvFTD patients followed up for
3 years, we aimed to identify specific baseline cognitive pro-
files of AD and bvFTD patients on these tasks, and explore
how disease trajectories of these recently delineated subtypes
evolve over time. We also hypothesized that a subgroup of
patients in both patient groups would present with severe
deficits on EF, memory, and orientation, declining comparably
to their comparison groups on longitudinal evaluation.

METHODS

Participants

One hundred eleven participants (including 33 AD and 31
bvFTD patients) were recruited from the Frontotemporal
Dementia Clinic (FRONTIER) in Sydney. The FRONTIER
team is a multidisciplinary clinical research team comprising of
neurologists, neuropsychologists, and neuroscientists dedicated
to the study of cognitive, behavioral, and brain changes asso-
ciated with neurodegenerative dementias. All patients met
the respective revised diagnostic criteria for AD and bvFTD
(Dubois et al., 2007; McKhann et al., 2011; Rascovsky et al.,
2011). We included bvFTD patients with memory impairment
if other core diagnostic criteria were present. Patients with no
evidence of brain atrophy and disease progression were
excluded to avoid potential non-progressive “phenocopy”
cases (Hornberger, Shelley, Kipps, Piguet, & Hodges, 2009).
All AD patients presented with a typical amnesic presenta-

tion and signs of AD pathology (including hippocampal atro-
phy on the MRI) (Dubois et al., 2007), but with an early age of
onset. For sake of brevity, throughout this study, we refer to this
group as “typical AD.” Atypical presentations of AD (e.g.,
posterior cortical atrophy, corticobasal syndrome, logopenic
progressive aphasia) were not included in the study. All
patients were assessed by a multidisciplinary team to exclude
other neurological/psychiatric etiologies. All caregivers
completed the revised Cambridge Behavioral Inventory
(CBI-R: Wear et al., 2008) to determine the severity of beha-
vioral symptoms. Disease severity was assessed with the
Frontotemporal Dementia Rating Scale (FRS: Mioshi, Hsieh,
Savage, Hornberger, & Hodges, 2010), with lower Rasch
scores indicating greater disease severity. Forty-seven healthy
controls were selected from the FRONTIER volunteer panel.
These participants underwent standard questionnaires for
neuropsychiatric symptoms and a structural neuroimaging
examination that indicated no atrophy or vascular signs.
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All healthy controls performed within normal range on all
cognitive and behavioral measures.
Importantly, all participants were followed-up for a

maximum of 3 years with the same neuropsychological
assessment performed each year. At baseline, patient groups
were matched for sex, age, education, age of disease onset,
carer-reported memory impairment, and overall cognitive
performance as measured by the ACE-R (all p values > .1).
All participants or their Person Responsible provided

written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki. This study was approved by the South Eastern
Sydney Local Health District and the University of New
South Wales ethics committees. The genetic status of all
patients was unknown.

Longitudinal Neuropsychological Assessments

All participants underwent a comprehensive neuropsycholo-
gical battery administered annually over 3 years (i.e.,
baseline + 3 annual follow-up periods), including the ACE-R
(Mioshi, Dawson, Mitchell, Arnold, & Hodges, 2006) as a
cognitive screening test. They also underwent assessments of
(i) EF, including the Hayling test (Burgess & Shallice, 1997),
the Trail Making Test (TMT) parts A and B (Reitan, 1958),
verbal letter fluency (with letters F, A, and S: average of three
letters used here) as well as forward and backward digit
spans; and (ii) orientation and memory processing including
temporal and spatial orientation subscales from the ACE-R
(sum of temporal and spatial orientation scores reported
here), the ACE-R memory subscale (only total score reported
here), the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT:
Schmidt, 1996) (only Long Term Percentage Retention
(LTPR) reported here, calculated as delayed recall/final trial
learning*100), and the recall of the Rey Complex Figure
(RCF: Osterrieth, 1944) after 3-min of delay.
For the sake of comparability to other memory measures,

baseline performances on ACE-R total memory (max= 26)
and RCF 3-min delayed (max= 36) scores were reported as
percentages, by dividing individual scores by maximum
possible score and multiplying into 100.

Subgroup Analyses

Classification of AD patients on executive functioning
performance

As a first step, AD patients were divided into AD with spared
(AD-SEF) or impaired (AD-IEF) executive functioning. Raw
scores at baseline presentation on the four executive function-
ing tests were transformed to Z-scores based on the mean and
standard deviation of the control group used in this study.
Z-scores ≥1.5 (for Hayling A+B error score and TMT B-A
time difference) or≤−1.5 (for FAS letter fluency and backward
digit span score)were classified to be within the impaired range.
In case participants were unable to complete Part B of the TMT
or failed to complete it within the prescribed time limit, the
maximum Trails-B time score of 300 s was used to compute

their TMTB-A score, in line with previous studies (Wong et al.,
2016). In sum, AD patients who were impaired on 0 or 1 of the
executive tests were classified as having spared EFs (AD-SEF,
n = 20) and AD patients who were impaired on >1 of the
executive tests were classified as having impaired EF (AD-IEF;
n = 13) (Gleichgerrcht, Chade, Torralva, Roca, & Manes,
2011, Gleichgerrcht, Torralva, et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2016).

Classification of bvFTD patients onmemory performance

All bvFTD patients were classified with “mild” or “severe”
memory impairment based on the median score of the
group’s performance on the ACE-R Total Memory score at
baseline presentation. All bvFTD patients with a score of≥19
on this measure were classified as having “mild” amnesia
(n = 17), while all patients with a score <19 were classified
as having “severe” amnesia (n = 14). For sake of brevity, we
hereby refer to these groups as bvFTD-mild and bvFTD-
severe, respectively. The same classification was used when
evaluating orientation performance. Unlike the AD sub-
groups that were classified based on four EF tests, the ACE-R
Total Memory score (comprising of learning trials, short- and
long-delay recalls, recognition, and semantic memory items)
in itself comprises of sub-tests from multiple facets of
episodic memory, and, therefore, appeared sufficient as a
single measure to classify bvFTD patients on.

Statistical Analyses

Results were analyzed using RStudio v2.13.1. Before any
analysis, all variables were plotted and checked for normality of
distribution using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Group differences at
baseline assessment for demographic and clinical variables
were examined using analyses of variance (ANOVAs), and for
neuropsychological assessments using analyses of covariance
(ANCOVAs) controlling for disease severity as measured by
the FRS. Post hoc differences for demographic and clinical
variables were computed using the Bonferroni correction, and
for neuropsychological data using Tukey’s honest significant
difference method controlling for disease severity. Effect sizes
were indicated using eta-squared values (η2). Correlations
coefficients (Pearson’s) were computed between baseline EF
and memory/orientation performance for AD and bvFTD
groups using Z-scores, given scoring differences.
It should be noted that preliminary descriptive analysis for

temporal and spatial orientation scores revealed that all
controls achieved the maximum possible score (five each)
across first, second, and third annual follow-ups, bringing the
SD down to zero at these individual time points. Due to this,
Z-score computations for patients at individual time points
returned scores of infinity. To avoid this infinity value, we
allotted all controls an SD of 0.1 at these time points for these
measures.

Linear mixed-effect modeling

Linear mixed-effect models were constructed to examine
longitudinal profiles of performance in all groups using
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patient Z-scores, relative to control performance at each time
point. Only annual follow-ups from baseline assessment were
considered. In case of multiple assessments conducted within
±6 months of each yearly bracket, the assessment closest to
the yearly bracket from baseline was considered. In the
model, disease diagnosis was treated as a fixed effect while
follow-up time was treated as both a random and fixed effect.
A random intercept was included for patient performance and
a random slope was added for each follow-up time in the
model. Importantly, disease severity as measured by the
FRS was added as a covariate. Main effects of follow-up time
and an interaction between follow-up time and diagnosis
were also modeled. The difference between baseline and
first annual follow-up scores were also computed for
each measure to form a progression index. Similar models
were constructed to analyze AD and bvFTD subgroup
performance.

RESULTS

Demographics & Clinical Scores: Baseline
Presentation

Whole group analyses

Both AD and bvFTD groups were matched for sex, age,
education, age of disease onset, carer-reported memory

impairments, and general cognitive performance as measured
by the ACE-R (all p values > .1) (Table 1). Disease severity
as measured by the FRS and carer-reported behavioral
impairments were greater in the bvFTD group than the AD
group (both p< .001). All subsequent analyses were
conducted with diseases severity as a nuisance variable to
reduce any severity effects in the results.

Subgroup Analyses

bvFTD subgroups versus AD

bvFTD subgroups were matched with the AD group for sex,
age, education, and age of disease onset (Supplementary
Table 1). On the ACE-R, the AD group performed inter-
mediately to both bvFTD subgroups (p< .001; η2= 0.20).
Between the subgroups, the bvFTD-severe group had
significantly greater number of carer-reported memory
complaints (p = .04; η2= 0.15) and was more impaired than
the bvFTD-mild group on the ACE-R (p= .002; η2= 0.26).

AD subgroups versus bvFTD

AD subgroups were matched with the bvFTD group for sex,
age, education, and age of disease onset. Both AD subgroups
had comparable carer-reported memory problems and
ACE-R scores as the bvFTD group (all p values > .1).

Table 1. Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological data at clinic presentation for AD and bvFTD groups

AD bvFTD Controls Group effect AD vs. bvFTD

N 33 31 47
Sex (m:f) 11:22 7:24 18:29 ** n.s.
Age (years) 63.12 (16.14) 58.87 (16.99) 67.85 (5.73) * n.s.
Education (years) 12.46 (3.42) 11.16 (2.47) 13.12 (2.92) * n.s.
Age of disease onset (years) 56.45 (24.65) 48.16 (27.13) — — n.s.
FRS (Rasch) 1.07 (1.46) −0.65 (1.40) — — ***
CBI-R total (%) 20.43 (12.81) 41.65 (16.52) 4.15 (4.64) *** ***
CBI – R Memory (%) 45.10 (21.69) 51.74 (21.35) 6.95 (6.87) *** n.s.
ACE-R total (100) 70.66 (12.71) 67.76 (16.25) 94.79 (2.99) *** n.s.
Executive functions
Backward Digit Span 5.30 (1.55) 4.25 (2.37) 8.14 (2.56) *** n.s.
TMT B-A Time Difference (seconds) 127.12 (150.49) 143.65 (81.54) 44.41 (25.55) *** n.s.
Hayling A +B Errors 4.78 (3.82) 8.29 (5.18) 1.80 (2.48) *** 0.01
FAS letter fluency 10.96 (4.64) 8.03 (4.26) 15.04 (4.04) *** 0.02

Orientation and Memory
Orientation – Total (10) 8.15 (1.78) 8.67 (1.64) 9.89 (0.31) *** n.s.
ACE-R Total Memory (%) 59.32 (16.31) 70.59 (18.54) 94.27 (6.25) *** 0.005
RAVLT LTPR (%) 40.07 (39.18) 55.28 (61.65) 85.45 (17.97) *** n.s.
RCF 3-min delayed (%) 13.84 (13.61) 24.20 (18.34) 48.33 (17.24) *** n.s.

Note. Exact p-values reported for post-hoc comparisons on neuropsychological test variables.
*p< .05.
**p< .01.
***p< .001.
n.s., not significant (p> .1).
AD = Alzheimer’s disease; bvFTD = behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia; CBI-R = Cambridge Behavioural Inventory–Revised; TMT = Trail
Making Test; ACE-R = Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination–Revised; RAVLT LTPR = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test Long Term Percentage
Retention; RCF = Rey Complex Figure.
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Executive Testing

Whole group analyses

At baseline (Table 1), patient groups performed comparably
on backward digit span and TMT time difference, while the
bvFTD group performed significantly poorer on FAS letter
fluency (p = .02; η2 = 0.07) and committed more errors on
the Hayling A +B tasks than the AD group (p = .01;
η2 = 0.10). Moderately significant correlations between
backward digit span performance and orientation and ACE-R
total memory performance in the AD group, and large sig-
nificant correlations between TMT time difference and
RAVLT LTPR performance in the bvFTD group were noted
(Table 2).

Longitudinally (Table 3; Figure 1), the bvFTD and AD
groups deteriorated comparably on screening tools and EF
measures except the Hayling A +B errors, where bvFTD
deteriorated more rapidly than AD. Progression indices,
however, suggested that all patient groups displayed a similar
pattern of change in performance from baseline to first
follow-up on all EF measures. Progression indices and
mixed-model findings suggested that after the first follow-up,
the bvFTD group declined more rapidly on the Hayling
total errors.

AD subgroups versus bvFTD

At baseline, group effects were noted on all tests
(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Controls outperformed
patient groups on all tests (all p values< .001). The AD-SEF
group performed significantly better than the AD-IEF
group on TMT time difference (p = .03; η2 = 0.11) and
significantly better than AD-IEF and bvFTD groups on
Hayling total errors (p< .001) and FAS letter fluency
(p = .002; η2 = 0.18). Importantly, the AD-IEF and
bvFTD groups performed comparably on all EF measures
(all p values > .1).
Longitudinally, both AD subgroups and the bvFTD group

appeared to deteriorate linearly on all EF measures
across follow-ups. Progression indices suggested that all
patient groups displayed a similar pattern of change in
performance from baseline to first follow-up on all EF test
measures.

Memory and Orientation

Whole group analyses

At presentation (Table 1), controls outperformed both AD
and bvFTD groups on all tests (all p values< .001). Patient
groups performed comparably on orientation, RAVLT LTPR
and RCF 3-min delay recall (all p values> .1) while the AD
group performed poorer than the bvFTD group on ACE-R
total memory (p = .005; η2 = 0.12).

Table 2. Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s) for baseline executive and memory/orientation performance for AD and bvFTD groups

Orientation Total memory LTPR RCF Recall

AD bvFTD AD bvFTD AD bvFTD AD bvFTD

BDS 0.44*** 0.35 0.38* 0.27 0.02 0.09 0.19 0.13
TMT B-A −0.10 −0.33 −0.01 −0.02 0.19 0.59** 0.33 0.12
Hayling A +B −0.16 −0.20 −0.31 −0.39 −0.22 0.16 −0.20 −0.29
FAS 0.04 0.36 0.27 0.33 0.00 −0.03 0.20 0.19

Note. All correlations computed based on z-scores given scoring differences.
*p< .05.
**p< .01.
***p< .001
AD = Alzheimer’s disease; bvFTD = behavioural variant frontotemporal; BDS = Backward Digit Span; TMT B-A = Trail Making Test B-A time difference;
FAS = FAS letter fluency; Total Memory = ACE-R Total Memory score; LTPR = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test Long Term Percentage Retention;
RCF = Rey Complex Figure 3-min delayed recall.

Table 3. Neuropsychological assessment performance: longitudinal
evaluation for whole group

Main effect of
follow-up time

Interaction between
follow-up time and

diagnosis

Testsa χ2b p χ2b p-Value

Backward Digit Span 20.89 *** 0.08 n.s.
TMT B-A time difference 31.95 *** 0.00 n.s.
Hayling A +B Errors 3.77 n.s 4.32 *
FAS letter fluency 6.82 ** 0.01 n.s.
Orientation – Total 3.36 n.s 2.19 n.s.
ACE-R Total memory 7.71 ** 0.66 n.s
RAVLT LTPR 5.83 * 0.00 n.s
RCF 3-min delayed 2.09 n.s 0.27 n.s
ACE-R 24.14 *** 2.27 n.s

Note.
aAll models fitted on Z-scores.
bAll degrees of freedom = 1.
*p< .05.
**p< .01.
***p< .001.
n.s., not significant; TMT = Trail Making Test; ACE-R = Addenbrooke’s
Cognitive Examination–Revised; RAVLT LTPR = Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test Long Term Percentage Retention; RCF = Rey Complex
Figure Test.
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Over time, both patient groups deteriorated linearly and
comparably across all years of follow-up on all memory and
orientation measures (Table 3; Figure 2). Controls showed
virtually no change in performance across follow-ups.
Progression indices suggested that all patient groups
displayed a similar pattern of change in performance from
baseline to first follow-up on all memory and orientation test
measures.

bvFTD subgroups versus AD

At baseline, group effects were noted on all tests, where
controls outperformed all patient groups (Supplementary
Tables 2 and 3) . The bvFTD-mild group performed better
than the bvFTD-severe and AD groups on ACE-R total
memory (p< .001), RCF 3-min delayed recall (p = .01;
η2 = 0.22), and total orientation (p = .03; η2 = 0.11). All
patient groups performed comparably on the RAVLT LTPR
measure. Importantly, the bvFTD-severe and AD groups
performed comparably on all memory and orientation mea-
sures (all p values> .1).
Longitudinally, bvFTD subgroups and the AD group

appeared to deteriorate linearly on all memory and orienta-
tion measures across follow-ups. Progression indices sug-
gested that all patient groups displayed a similar pattern of
change from baseline to first follow-up on all memory and
orientation measures.
Implicit to our subgroup analyses were the assumptions that

the AD subgroups would be impaired on episodic memory and
orientation tasks, and that the bvFTD subgroups group would
be impaired on EF tasks. These assumptions were confirmed at

baseline and on longitudinal evaluation in our analyses and are
presented in Supplementary Tables 4 and 5.

DISCUSSION

The main finding of our study is that decline on standard
measures of EF and episodic memory is not specific to
bvFTD and AD at baseline presentation or over time, with the
exception of disinhibition. At baseline, bvFTD can present
with severe amnesia mimicking AD (Schubert et al., 2016),
whereas AD can present with severe EF dysfunction
mimicking bvFTD (Wong et al., 2016). Longitudinally, the
AD group as a whole declined comparably to bvFTD on EF
measures, while the bvFTD group also deteriorated on
memory and orientation measures similarly to AD. Further-
more, splitting the patients according to severity in perfor-
mance at baseline presentation revealed that AD patients with
impaired EF at presentation declined comparably to bvFTD
on executive tasks over time, while severely amnesic bvFTD
patients appeared to decline on memory and orientation
measures comparably to the AD group. In sum, when con-
sidering memory/orientation and EF measures, both groups
showed little distinction in test performance at initial pre-
sentation and over time, and no reliable distinction could be
made between these phenotypes and their bvFTD or AD
comparison groups.
When facing the differential diagnostic process between

AD and bvFTD, current diagnostic criteria emphasize
early impairment of EF as a cognitive diagnostic marker
for bvFTD, while amnesic and disoriented profiles at

Fig. 1. Longitudinal executive function test performance for whole group.
Note. bvFTD, behavioural-variant frontotemporal dementia; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; TMT, Trail Making Test.
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presentation are more indicative of AD (McKhann et al.,
2011; Rascovsky et al., 2011). However, this distinction has
been recently challenged as it has been shown that bvFTD
patients present with episodic amnesia similar to that
observed in AD (Bertoux et al., 2014; Frisch et al., 2013;
Hornberger et al., 2010; Irish, Piguet et al., 2014) and that
AD patients at early stages can present with executive
dysfunction (Dickerson & Wolk, 2011; Hutchinson &
Mathias, 2007).
Although a dysexecutive phenotype of AD has been pro-

posed, where patients present with disproportionately greater
executive dysfunction to amnesia (Ossenkoppele et al.,
2015), our findings show that typical amnesic AD can also
present with comparable EF impairment to bvFTD. We not
only show that typical AD present with dichotomous profiles
of severity of EF dysfunction at presentation where the
AD-IEF group and bvFTD remain comparable (Wong et al.,
2016), but also that these profiles remain relatively unchan-
ged over time across most EF tasks. Our findings replicate
and extend earlier results to suggest that EF deficits in AD
appear to go beyond circumscribed impairments in planning
and generation tasks (Godefroy et al., 2014), extending to
tasks of verbal working memory (Possin et al., 2013) and
inhibition as well. Moreover, our findings also highlight that
these EF deficits in AD persist and linearly increase across
3 years of follow-up, remaining comparable to bvFTD.
Our memory and orientation results also replicate previous

findings showing equivalent episodic memory deficits
between bvFTD and AD (Graham et al., 2005; Hornberger
et al., 2010; Irish et al., 2014). Previously, memory impair-
ment in bvFTD has been attributed to EF impairments rather
than a primary amnesia, supposedly reflecting degeneration
of the prefrontal cortex: the classic hallmark of bvFTD
(Hornberger & Piguet, 2012). More recently, however,
neuroimaging and pathological studies have shown that
bvFTD patients display marked atrophy of key regions
involved in memory processing, such as the hippocampus
and other structures within the Papez circuit (de Souza,
Chupin, et al., 2013; Hornberger et al., 2012; Irish et al.,
2014; Rohrer et al., 2015).
Importantly, recent neuropsychological studies have

shown that amnesia in bvFTD appears to be a combination of
both executive-mediated and storage-based memory impair-
ments (Bertoux et al., 2014; Mansoor et al., 2015; Wong,
Flanagan, Savage, Hodges, & Hornberger, 2014), contra-
dicting the long-held notion that amnesia in bvFTD arises
primarily from EF impairments. In line with this evidence,
the current results suggest than bvFTD patients present with
similar disorientation and memory impairments as AD.
Moreover, this study also reveals that bvFTD show compar-
able rate of decline to AD over time on those measures. In
fact, even mildly amnesic bvFTD patients showed memory
impairment persistently declining across 3-years, albeit
performing better than severely amnesic bvFTD and AD
patients.
With regard to orientation performance, however, our

findings at baseline presentation contrast with previous

reports (Yew et al., 2013) that suggest that bvFTD can be
discriminated from AD on orientation performance. Addi-
tionally, orientation was also one of two measures (the other
being RCF delayed recall) to show no effects of deterioration
with time, suggesting that patient groups showed relative
stability in performance over annual follow-ups on this
measure. One possibility for this difference is that we com-
bined performance on temporal and spatial orientation in the
current study to give a global orientation score. Indeed, in the
study by Yew et al. (2013), AD patients were found to per-
form significantly worse on temporal than spatial orientation,
and combining both measures may have possibly reduced the
global score’s sensitivity to discriminating these groups.
With regard to memory and EF performance, while

Schubert et al. (2016) found two memory and two EF
measures to discriminate AD from bvFTD longitudinally, we
found only one measure (Hayling total errors) to hold good
clinical utility. Few possible reasons for such inconsistencies
can be identified. At baseline, our bvFTD and AD patients
were less impaired on particular measures (e.g., backward
digit span) but more impaired on others (e.g., ACE-R total) as
compared to the cohort included by Schubert et al. (2016).
Similarly, here we partialled out variance associated with
disease severity that could also have possibly rendered to
differences between findings between both studies.
Although studies in the past have attempted to better

characterize the less-commonly presenting dysexecutive
phenotype of AD in relation to bvFTD and typical AD
(de Souza, Bertoux, et al., 2013; Ossenkoppele et al., 2015),
our findings suggest that typical AD patients can present with
and progress to show executive dysfunction as severe as that
seen in bvFTD (Wong et al., 2016). In fact, further analyses
of patients’ memory profile revealed that all AD patients
show severe memory impairments as well at presentation,
ruling out the possibility of these patients to have a
pure dysexecutive atypical presentation of AD (see
Supplementary Tables 4 and 5).
Our study provides initial evidence that except the Hayling

total errors measure that emerged relatively sensitive only
after the first annual follow-up, EF, memory, and orientation
measures fail to distinguish bvFTD from AD across
3 consecutive years of follow-up, questioning the clinical
utility of these measures. Instead, we suggest that targeted
cognitive tests that differentially stress cortical regions
specifically involved in bvFTD (e.g., ventromedial prefrontal
cortex) or in AD (e.g., posterior cingulate cortex) could
be particularly useful in discriminating these diseases (Irish
et al., 2014).
Several limitations warrant consideration. For example, to

better address our research questions, we split and analyzed
our patient groups as mutually exclusive while, it is indeed
possible to have a subset of patients showing mixed profiles
of EF, memory and orientation deficits. Even though attrition
over time occurred so not all patients completed all assess-
ments over time (see Supplementary Table 6), despite
this, our findings are in line with previous reports in literature.
Attrition may, however, have contributed to null findings
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as sample sizes reduced considerably with time. Another
possibility is that the tasks used in the current study held
limited utility in monitoring disease progression in these
syndromes.
Another limitation of the current study was that the EF,

memory and orientation tests used in the study were part of
our diagnostic battery. Our subgroup results also require
replication with larger samples. Similarly, addition of the
FRS as a nuisance variable in the mixed-model reduced to
degrees of freedom to such an extent that it was not possible
to provide slopes for all groups. Future studies should address
these limitations and focus on developing tests that hold high
specificity. It is also imperative for future studies to examine
systematic effects of disease severity on test performance,
where moderately impaired patients may have more missing
data than mildly impaired ones on longitudinal performance.
It would also be interesting to investigate the dissociative
contributions of frontal and parietal damage early in the
presentation of typical AD, as well as the contribution of
primary amnesia to deficits on selective EF measures and
explore these interactions longitudinally. Furthermore, it
would be interesting to correlate cross-sectional and long-
itudinal performance on memory assessments with under-
lying pathology in severely amnesic bvFTD patients to
investigate if this group would be more likely to pathologi-
cally present with greater tau burden in the brain.
Overall, our findings have clear clinical implications. Not

only do we show that AD and bvFTD patients can present
with similar profiles at baseline on standardized tests of
memory, orientation, and EF, but our longitudinal analyses
show that both groups deteriorate across these measures at
similar rates. Notably, on memory, orientation and EF

measures, these groups remain virtually indistinguishable at
the first annual follow-up, when diagnostic decisions are
commonly revised. Our results, therefore, indicate that
episodic memory, EF, and classic spatial and temporal
orientation questionnaire assessments that are commonly
used in clinical practice hold little clinical utility in the
diagnostic distinction of bvFTD and AD at initial presenta-
tion and during 3 years of follow-up.
This finding further highlights the need for a revision of the

diagnostic criteria of bvFTD, which emphasize the “relative
sparing of episodic memory.” Our study also highlights that
currently used “frontal” tasks are in fact not sensitive to dis-
criminating bvFTD from AD. As bvFTD continues to be
diagnosed on presenting behavioral features, there is a crucial
need to devise more clinically applicable tasks to assess con-
comitant changes in social cognition and emotional processing,
only few of which (like the mini-SEA: Bertoux, Funkiewiez,
O’Callaghan, Dubois, & Hornberger, 2013) exist that hold
enhanced diagnostic sensitivity. Clinicians are better advised to
use such social cognition screening tasks for both diseases,
which have been shown to be relatively independent of
memory performance (Bertoux, de Souza, et al., 2016) and EF
(Bertoux, O’Callaghan, Dubois, & Hornberger, 2016), or novel
objective tasks of spatial orientation (Tu et al., 2015) allowing
for a reliable distinction of both diseases.
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